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ABSTRACT

In contrast to microdroplet condensation with high contact angles, the one with low contact angles remains unclear. In this study, we investigated dynamics of microdroplet condensation of low surface tension liquids on two flat substrate surfaces by using reflection interference confocal microscopy. Spontaneous migration towards relatively larger droplets was first observed for the microdroplets nucleated on hydrophilic quartz surface. The moving microdroplets showed a contact angle hysteresis of ~0.5 °, which is much lower than the values observed on typical flat
substrates and is within the range observed on slippery lubricant-infused porous surfaces. Because the microdroplets on hydrophobic polydimethylsiloxane surface did not move, we concluded that the ultrathin precursor film is formed only on the hydrophilic surface, which reduces a resistive force to migration. Also, reduced size of droplets promotes the thermocapillary motion, which is induced by a gradient in local temperature inside a small microdroplet arising due to the difference in size of adjacent droplets.

Introduction

Study of droplet condensation in microscale does not only contain scope for exploring a broad variety of fundamentally rich thermophysical processes (which often differs significantly from its macroscale counterpart) but also holds promising potential in a multitude of practical purposes including microscale heat exchangers and heat pipes, bearing extensive implication in electronic circuitry. On the fundamental side, several experimental results have shown that microdroplets exhibit significantly lower contact angles compared to those observed on the macroscale. This may arise from line tension and/or pinning effect; however, a definitive explanation of extremely low contact angle is still lacking. On the application side, microdroplet condensation plays a key role, especially in phase change heat transfer. For example, condensed microdroplets with a diameter of less than 100 µm account for approximately 80% of the total heat transfer of dropwise condensation and thus quick and continuous nucleation and departure of microdroplets are required for effective heat transfer. Several attempts are made to facilitate continuous removal of these condensed microdroplets and subsequent recovery of nucleation sites. Superhydrophobic surfaces with nanofabricated roughness features and slippery lubricant-infused porous
surfaces (SLIPS)\textsuperscript{8,17,18} are two of them, which have garnered significant interest in recent past. However, ensuring long term durability of these surfaces remains challenging\textsuperscript{11,17,19} for either of them. Therefore, to unveil the fundamental problems and optimize the microdroplet condensation in such applications, further understanding of the dynamics of condensed microdroplets based on detailed observations is indispensable.

To observe the dynamics of microdroplet condensation, environmental scanning electron microscopy (ESEM) has been widely used because of good spatiotemporal resolution\textsuperscript{6,20,21}. Due to the provision of precisely controlling the internal vapor pressure and the temperature of the sample stage, ESEM can easily induce the water droplet condensation with a size range of sub-micrometer to micrometer\textsuperscript{20–25}. However, ESEM has two drawbacks. One is that the specific conditions in the ESEM chamber, such as low vapor pressure and electron beam irradiation, can affect the properties of droplets\textsuperscript{23,24,26}. The other is that the vapor available for droplet condensation is restricted to water. Reflection interference contrast microscopy (RICM) is an alternative and promising way to observe the dynamics of droplet condensation. RICM can provide interference patterns corresponding to droplet thickness, which are essential for understanding the dynamic behavior of microdroplet condensation. In addition, microdroplet condensation of low surface tension liquids can be observed because there is no restriction of liquids and pressure. However, such studies using RICM are rare\textsuperscript{1,27–30}, and thus the scientific endeavor on the characterization of microdroplet condensation of low surface tension fluids consisting of alcohol and refrigerant is relatively scarce.

In this study, we observed the microdroplet condensation of low surface tension liquids on two different surfaces with different surface energy, namely, quartz and polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) using RICM. By constructing the profile of microdroplets from the experimentally captured
interference patterns, growth and dynamics of the droplets with extremely low contact angles (approximately 4 °) were investigated. We found that droplets which nucleated on hydrophilic quartz surface spontaneously moved to relatively larger droplets and merged, while droplets on hydrophobic PDMS surface did not move and coalesced only when the three-phase contact line touched to neighboring droplets. In addition, the moving droplets showed extremely low contact angle hysteresis, like droplets observed on SLIPS surfaces. From these results, we attribute the mobility of droplets to thermocapillary motion mediated by a very thin precursor film, which reduces the contact angle hysteresis yielding a resistive force for the movement. This motion of small microdroplets towards large ones could be explained by taking a condensation induced local gradient in temperature into consideration. We also estimated the temperature gradient of the substrate surface underneath small microdroplets from the force balance analysis of the pinned microdroplets. Consequently, the temperature gradient was 2.3 ± 1.1 K/mm, which is comparable to those used in the previous reports on thermocapillary motion31,32. The reported motion can be realized on flat featureless surfaces and it does not require the above-mentioned complex surface features for droplet movement, such as nanofabricated superhydrophobic surfaces and SLIPS. These results will extend our fundamental knowledge about microdroplet condensation and will be valuable not only for condensation heat transfer but also in the various engineering applications, such as droplet-based microfluidics33–36, anti-icing19,37–39, water harvesting40–43, and self-cleaning surface44–47.
**Experimental**

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the experimental setup for RICM observation of microdroplet condensation. This image is not represented to scale for clarity.

The condensation experiments were carried out in a flow cell made of UV quartz (Type 49 Micro Demountable Flow Through Cell, Fireflysci Inc., NY). A schematic representation of the experimental set up is shown in Figure 1. First, 5 ml of test liquid was partially filled into the flow cell with the lid in place using a glass syringe. Then, 2-3 ml of air was infused into the liquid cell, which forms an air bubble. The liquid cell was slightly tilted to move the bubble up to the center of the liquid cell. The two inlets of the flow cell were then covered with glass coverslips to prevent evaporation of the test liquid. After putting the experimental setup on the observation stage of RICM, a drop of cold water (approximately 0.2 ml) was placed by a syringe on the top of the lid of the liquid cell to reduce the local temperature, resulting in the condensation of the test liquid vapor inside the liquid cell. Before the experiment, the syringe filled with 5 ml of deionized water was preserved in a refrigerator at a temperature of 4 °C for at least 1 hour. The cold droplet was then placed immediately after taking it out from the refrigerator. During the observation, we frequently added cold droplets on the top of the lid to sustain the condensation process. Even
without the addition of such liquid, condensation normally lasted for about 5 minutes. The room temperature was 22 °C.

We have studied the condensation of two low surface tension liquids (i.e., ethanol and acetone) and a high surface tension liquid (i.e., deionized water). The ethanol and acetone are American Chemical Society reagent grade chemicals and purchased from Sigma Aldrich Canada Ltd. Deionized water was prepared using a water purifier (Milli-Q, 18.2 MΩ cm, MilliPore Sigma, Ontario, Canada). Droplet condensation on quartz was observed at the inner surface of the lid of the flow cell. For experiments on a PDMS surface, a thin slice of freshly prepared PDMS was utilized. Specifically, the PDMS substrates was prepared by thoroughly mixing the base reagent of the Sylgard 184 elastomer kit with the curing agent (Dow Inc.) in 10:1 weight ratio followed by degassing and subsequent curing at 60 °C for 12 hours. Young’s modulus of the PDMS prepared by this procedure is 1.7 MPa\textsuperscript{48}. The PDMS slice was placed on the inner surface of the lid of the flow cell by gently pressing it with a stainless steel tweezer, making use of the adhesive nature of PDMS. Water contact angles on quartz and PDMS surfaces are 31.7 ± 4 ° and 104.3 ± 2.5 °, respectively. Arithmetic mean surface roughness of the quartz and PDMS surface were measured by profilometer (P-6 stylus profiler, KLA Corp., vertical spatial resolution is 0.001 nm) and were 2.9 nm and 0.45 nm, respectively. Although both quartz and PDMS are non-conductive, static charges should not be present since the sample stage is grounded and humidity inside the liquid cell is very high. For every experiment, the microdroplets with various base radii were nucleated immediately after placing the cold water.

The condensation dynamics were captured by a custom-built LSM 800 (Carl Zeiss, Canada) RICM with a 10x objective lens with numerical aperture of 0.3 (EC Plan-Neofluar, Carl Zeiss, Canada). The observation area was scanned pixel-by-pixel using focused beam of monochromatic
laser with wavelength 488 nm. The incident light was collected through the pinhole with the size of 1 airy unit, which corresponds to an in-focus axial slice length of ~11 µm in our experiment. This pinhole improves signal to noise ratio by blocking out of focus light. The detected analog optical signal is then converted to a digital image using an inbuilt deconvolution algorithm. The dwell time at each pixel was less than 1 µs, which is necessary to have a satisfactory temporal resolution for capturing the dynamic behavior of droplet condensation.

In RICM setup, the incident light rays reflected from two interfaces, namely solid/liquid and liquid/air interfaces, interfere with one another. This interference results in the occurrence of bright and dark fringes depending on the difference in the light path. Difference in local height of the droplet between adjacent bright and dark fringes corresponds to \( \lambda/(4n) \), where \( \lambda \) is the wavelength of the used laser source and \( n \) is the refractive index of the droplet. Using this interference pattern, we can construct the height profile of microdroplets. Detailed principle of generation of interference patterns is provided in Supporting Information (see Note 1). The shapes of deformed droplets caused by pinning of three-phase contact line were fitted by asymmetric quadratic function, enabling us to measure the contact angle hysteresis (see Supporting Information Note 2).
Results and Discussion

Figure 2. Ethanol microdroplet condensation on a PDMS surface. (a) The initial snap showing the entire observation area. The regions with dark edges are the nucleated microdroplets. (b) Time series demonstrating the dynamics of microdroplet condensation in the region indicated by a red square in (a). The video of this condensation experiment is available in Supporting Video S1. Scale bars are (a) 50 µm and (b) 20 µm, respectively.

Figure 2 shows condensation of ethanol microdroplets on a PDMS surface. The entire observation area is shown in Figure 2(a). Microdroplets of several different sizes nucleated instantaneously and appeared as black regions on the surface. Figure 2(b) shows the dynamics of droplet growth in the form of a time series in the region indicated by a red square in Figure 2(a). We observed the temporal evolution of 8 microdroplets (numbered 1-8 in the time series). As the
droplets grew in size, the contact line expanded in all directions. Eventually, small droplets coalesced and formed bigger droplets when their three-phase contact lines touched. The projection of the apex of the droplets on the contact surface (termed as the center of the droplets henceforth) remained almost stationary during the growth phase and it shifted only after merging with another neighboring droplet.

Note that we could not obtain the height of these microdroplets on PDMS surface because the region near the three-phase contact line did not show the interference patterns and appeared dark. This is because the rate of change in local height with respect to the base coordinate is so fast due to large contact angles that interference patterns appear very closely spaced, making the region dark.

It is known that a droplet on a soft substrate pulls the surface and makes a rim at the three-phase contact line, causing the self-pinning effect$^{49}$. However, we did not observe such a deformation of the PDMS surface in our experiments. This is because Young’s modulus of our PDMS is 1.7 MPa$^{48}$, which is higher than the values which cause non-negligible surface deformation$^{50}$. Therefore, we assume that the self-pinning effect can be neglected on this PDMS surface.
Figure 3. Ethanol microdroplet condensation on a quartz surface. (a) The initial snap showing the entire observation area containing the nucleated microdroplets. Normalized intensity profile along the white broken line is shown in Figure S2. (b) Time series demonstrating the dynamics of microdroplet condensation in the region indicated by a red square in (a). The video of this condensation experiment is available in Supporting Video S2. Scale bars are (a) 50 µm and (b) 20 µm, respectively.

Figure 3 shows an ethanol condensation experiment on a quartz surface. The entire observation area is shown in Figure 3(a). Interference patterns were observed throughout the nucleated microdroplets. This indicates that the contact angles of the microdroplets on the quartz are lower in comparison to those on the PDMS surface. Indeed, their contact angles and heights estimated from the constructed shapes were approximately 4 ° and less than 1 µm, which are very difficult
to be measured by normal optical microscopy due to the diffraction limit of light\textsuperscript{51}. In Figure 3(b), temporal evolution of a microdroplet numbered 9 was tracked from its nucleation. The droplet was nucleated and pinned at an impurity indicated by a black arrow. During its growth, the center of the droplet clearly shifted to the left side. At 81.6 seconds, the three-phase contact line was eventually depinned from the impurity, as indicated by the red arrow. After the depinning, the microdroplet immediately moved to the left side and then merged with a bigger droplet. This indicates that a driving force is acting on the droplet and makes it move towards the left side.

Wayner’s group has also observed droplet condensation of ethanol on a glass surface\textsuperscript{28–30}. However, they reported that no significant flow from the small droplet towards the large droplet was observed and the spontaneous flow between them occurred only when three-phase contact lines come into contact with each other\textsuperscript{30}, while in our experiments we observed spontaneous movement of small microdroplets towards big ones even without coalescence and merging of contact lines, as shown in the snap corresponding to 81.6 seconds in Figure 3(b). This may be because they could not find the phenomenon due to the short time scale of their observation (a few seconds) compared to that of the spontaneous movement of the microdroplets (several ten seconds).
Figure 4. Scatter plot of center positions of ethanol droplets nucleated on PDMS and quartz surfaces. The numbers in legends correspond to droplet numbers shown in Figures 2(b) and 3(b).

In Figure 4, we tracked the center positions of the aforementioned 9 microdroplets. The base plane of the droplet is defined to be the XY plane and the top left corner of the time series images shown in Figure 2(b) and 3(b) was chosen as the origin of the coordinate system. The center positions of the microdroplets on the PDMS surface (number 1-8) almost overlapped. In contrast, the center position of the microdroplet on the quartz surface clearly shifted by around 40 µm towards left. This result indicates that low surface tension microdroplets nucleated on a surface with low surface energy remained almost stationary until they coalesced, while the microdroplets of the same liquid showed a mobile nature when they nucleated on a high energy surface. The mobility of nucleated microdroplets was also observed when we used the acetone as a low surface tension liquid (shown in Supporting Video S3). However, when we conducted water condensation on the quartz surface, the nucleated microdroplets did not move and showed the similar tendency as those observed on the PDMS surface (shown in Supporting Video S4). These results are an
unambiguous indication that the spontaneous movement is realizable exclusively for a combination of low surface tension liquid and high surface energy solid surface.

To investigate the mechanism behind the motion of low surface tension microdroplets on high energy surface, we analyzed another instance of ethanol condensation on the quartz surface as shown in Figure 5. Several small ethanol microdroplets with different base radii were nucleated in the center of the observation area. In addition, there are two large droplets in the left and right sides of the observation area. The trajectory of the center positions of the droplets in the left and right sides are shown by red and yellow arrows, respectively. It was found that the microdroplets in the left side of the observation area moved to the big droplet in the left, while the droplets on the right side approached and merged with the big droplet present on the right edge. From this observation, it is obvious that small droplets moved towards a bigger droplet close to them and not just towards a direction. It is to be emphasized that only the small microdroplets moved towards relatively large droplets and not vice versa. The migration of small droplets towards the nearest large droplet has been reported on SLIPS surfaces\(^8\). Sun and Weisensee explained that the mechanism of the migration is that the broad lubricant meniscus around a large droplet causes a difference in the inclination of the lubricant meniscus between the proximal and distal sides of nearby small droplets, resulting in a driving force towards the large droplet. In our case, however, we cannot explain the spontaneous movement of small droplets in the same manner because there are no such menisci around the droplets.
Figure 5. Trajectory of mobile ethanol droplets on the quartz surface. Red and yellow arrows track the center positions of mobile droplets. Scale bar is 50 µm. The video of this experiment showing the motion of the droplets is available in Supporting Video S5.

As a mechanism behind the movement, a vapor mediated movement on high energy surfaces can be considered\(^{52-56}\). For example, Cira et al. reported that two component droplets such as propylene glycol and water deposited on clean glass cause the motion of neighboring droplets over a distance, which is attributed to differential evaporation induced local imbalance in surface tension and consequent Marangoni flow\(^{52}\). Their system is clearly different from ours with only single test liquid. However, the motion of pure droplets, which is more similar to our system, has been theoretically and experimentally reported\(^{53-55}\). They proposed that, even in the absence of Marangoni effect, motion of pure droplets can be realized by a gradient in evaporation rate, which makes the droplets move from the high evaporation side to the low evaporation side. This is because a replenishing flow inside the droplet towards the high evaporation side pushes it towards
the opposite, high evaporation side by viscous friction from the substrate (Vapor-gradient mechanism)\textsuperscript{55}. However, they experimentally observed the movement of bigger droplets towards small droplets as well\textsuperscript{54}, while we only observed that the small droplets moved towards big ones. Another definite difference is that the previously reported movements were only observed during evaporation. We also investigated evaporation of acetone droplets on the quartz surface and confirmed that the microdroplets did not move during evaporation (shown in Supporting Video S6). This may be because that the sizes of microdroplets in our study are much smaller than those of previous reports (~ several mm), reducing the difference in vapor between proximal and distal side of the droplets.

We also consider the effect of vapor for the droplet motion during condensation based on Sadafī et al.’s theory\textsuperscript{55}. They proposed that there are two vapor-induced mechanisms that affect the interaction between two evaporating pure droplets; (i)Vapor-gradient mechanism as mentioned above and (ii)Vapor-induced temperature gradient mechanism that decreases local temperature at higher evaporation side (i.e. distal side) by latent heat, leading to thermocapillary motion away from the other droplet. Vapor also should affect the motion of microdroplets during condensation in a similar manner. For simplification, although there are several droplets in our observation, we consider the motion of two droplets. In regard to (i)Vapor-gradient mechanism, since the vapor near the proximal side is used for condensation of two droplets, the vapor influx to each droplet may become smaller at the proximal side than that at the distal side. Therefore, a replenishing flow will go into the proximal side, pushing the droplet towards the opposite (distal) direction. Therefore, the viscous force from the mechanism (i) will act as a resistance to the observed movement of smaller droplets towards large ones. On the other hand, the thermocapillary force induced by the mechanism (ii) enhances the droplet motion towards the other droplet since the
local temperature rise by condensation at the distal side is higher than that at the proximal side. In our experiments, the effect of (i) is not dominant because we observed the motion of the droplets towards the other ones, not the opposite direction. In contrast, the thermocapillary motion from the mechanism (ii) helps the droplets to move towards the other ones.

From the above discussions, we conclude that the underlying mechanism behind the droplet motion that we observed here is different from the vapor-gradient mechanism.

In addition, we also rule out the possible mechanism from the capillary pressure. If we assume that a fluid can flow inside the precursor film (or a suddenly formed liquid tunnel), mass transfer derived from the difference in Laplace pressure between large and small droplets occurs. In such a case, however, the movement of small droplets towards large droplets will not occur since viscous drag acts in the opposite direction to the flow. In addition, the moving droplets clearly increased their volume although the smaller droplets should become smaller and eventually disappear in case of a capillary pressure driven mass transfer process. Therefore, the capillary pressure cannot explain our observation results.

In our experiments, the moving microdroplets showed very low contact angle hysteresis (defined as the difference between the maximum and minimum contact angles measured for a single droplet). In Figure 3(c), the moving droplet at 81.6 seconds showed a contact angle hysteresis of approximately 0.5°, which is much lower than the ones observed for macroscopic droplets (20-50°)\(^57\) and is within the typical hysteresis range observed on slippery lubricant-infused porous (SLIPS) surfaces (< 3°)\(^18\). Based on these observations, we conclude that vapor of low surface tension liquid adheres to high energy surface and forms an ultrathin liquid film during condensation, which has been called film-like condensate\(^58\) or precursor film\(^59\). Our results indicate that the precursor film works as a lubricant layer and thus decreases the resistance for droplet
movement. It is known that a lubricant on SLIPS surfaces also works in a similar manner to the precursor film, although there are two significant difference; the precursor film component is that of fluid, while it is the lubricant oil in the case of SLIPS; The droplets in our experiments just sit on the precursor film, while the droplets on lubricant film can be encapsulated within the lubricant or create a rim at the three-phase contact line. Such encapsulation or the rim sometimes act opposing to coalescence\textsuperscript{60}.

To explain the movement of smaller microdroplets towards larger droplets, we propose the following mechanism. Temperature of microdroplets can increase in the process of condensation due to release of latent heat. However, the rate of temperature increment is low in large droplets due to the large heat capacity. In addition, thermal diffusion through the underlying substrate is also large due to large contact area with the quartz surface. Therefore, the temperature rise due to condensation is considered to be negligible for the large droplets. Rather, since the droplet acts as a thermal resistance, the substrate surface underneath the droplet attains a lower local temperature than that of the surrounding substrate surface\textsuperscript{55}. In contrast, the temperature rise of small microdroplet becomes larger compared to that of large droplets because they have small heat capacity and contact area with the quartz surface. Therefore, a local temperature gradient is formed between the neighboring small and large droplets, causing a heat flow from the small droplet towards the bigger droplet. Essentially, the bigger droplet acts as a heat sink. This results in a local temperature gradient inside the small droplet where the edge of droplet closer to the bigger droplet has a lower local temperature than that of the edge away from it. It gives rise to a surface tension imbalance inside the small droplet, resulting in a thermocapillary motion towards the large droplet. Although such temperature profiles also appear on ethanol droplets on the PDMS surface and on water droplets on the quartz surface, they cannot move along the surface because of absence of the
precursor film, without which the thermocapillary force cannot overcome the resistance in motion arising because of direct droplet-substrate contact. It has been indeed reported that the contact angle hysteresis prevents the droplet from thermocapillary motion$^{31,32,61}$.

To validate this mechanism, we first provide a theoretical prediction of the presence or absence of the precursor film on quartz and PDMS surfaces. The existence of precursor film is determined by the sign of the difference in two Hamaker constants $A = A_{SL} - A_{LL}$ and the spreading coefficient $S = \gamma_{SV} - \gamma_{SL} - \gamma_{LV}^{62}$, where $\gamma$ is surface tension and the subscripts S, L, and V indicate the solid, liquid, and vapor, respectively. Here, $A_{SL}$ can be expressed as $A_{SL} \approx \sqrt{A_{SS}A_{LL}}^{63}$. $A_{SS}$ for quartz and PDMS surfaces are $6.5 \times 10^{-20}$ J and $4.4 \times 10^{-20}$ J and $A_{LL}$ for water, ethanol and acetone are $3.7 \times 10^{-20}$, $4.2 \times 10^{-20}$ J and $4.1 \times 10^{-20}$ J, respectively$^{63,64}$. Therefore, for all the cases we used in our experiments (i.e., quartz-water/ethanol/acetone and PDMS-ethanol combinations), the sign of $A$ was positive. In addition, the positive and negative value of $S$ corresponds to the wetting states, namely complete wetting and partial wetting. In addition to the water droplet on a quartz surface as shown in the experimental section, the ethanol droplet on a PDMS surface also showed the finite contact angles of $39 \pm 1 ^\circ$, indicating the negative sign of $S$. In contrast, the ethanol and acetone droplets spread completely on a quartz surface, and thus the sign of $S$ is positive.

It has been reported that the precursor film appears when both the sign of $A$ and $S$ are positive, while it does not appear on the combination of positive $A$ and negative $S$.$^{62,65}$ Therefore, this theoretical prediction indicates that the ethanol and acetone form the precursor films on the hydrophilic quartz surface while the PDMS surface has no liquid film, which is consistent with our assumption. The sign of $A$ and $S$ and the existence of precursor film are summarized in Table 1. We also theoretically predicted that the precursor films around large and small microdroplets spread sufficiently and connect to each other (see Supporting Information Note 3).
Table 1 Sign of the difference in two Hamaker constants $A$ and spreading coefficient $S$, and the existence of precursor film.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Solid</th>
<th>Liquid</th>
<th>$A$</th>
<th>$S$</th>
<th>Precursor film</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PDMS</td>
<td>Ethanol</td>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quartz</td>
<td>Water</td>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quartz</td>
<td>Ethanol</td>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quartz</td>
<td>Acetone</td>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Unfortunately, we could not experimentally observe the precursor film using our RICM because the reflected signal received from such an ultrathin film is essentially indistinguishable from the background intensity (see Supporting Information Note 4). The precursor film has been observed by the methods, such as Brewster angle microscopy and ellipsometry. Indeed, the existence of ultrathin film during ethanol condensation on a quartz surface has been reported in a previous report.

Next, we provide a simplified theoretical framework to qualitatively explain the difference in temperature rise between large and small microdroplets. Let us take a microdroplet of volume $V$ at time $t$. Let us say that the drop volume increases by $\Delta V$ due to condensation in a differential time interval $\Delta t$. The heat energy $\Delta Q$ released from condensation during this process is

$$\Delta Q = \rho \Delta V H$$

(1)

where $\rho$ is the density of condensed liquid and $H$ is the specific latent heat of condensation. Here, if we consider that the timescale $\Delta t$ is sufficiently small, we can assume that the heat generated due to droplet condensation is used solely to increase the temperature of the droplet by $\Delta T$. We use $\Delta t = 0.1 \text{ ms}$ for the estimation, which is much shorter than the time scale of the conduction.
through the quartz, $t_{\text{conduction}} \approx L^2/\alpha \approx 3 \text{ ms}$, where $L = 2 \text{ mm}$ and $\alpha = 1.4 \times 10^{-3} \text{ m}^2/\text{s}$ are the thickness and thermal diffusivity of a quartz, respectively. By considering the energy balance, we obtain

$$\Delta T = \frac{H}{C_p V + \Delta V} \Delta V$$

(2)

where $C_p$ is the specific heat capacity. The volume $V$ can be geometrically expressed as

$$V = \frac{1}{3} \pi r^3 \frac{(2 + \cos \theta)(1 - \cos \theta)^2}{\sin^3 \theta}$$

(3)

where $r$ and $\theta$ are the mean base radius and contact angle of a microdroplet, respectively. Figure 6(a) shows a plot of contact angles of an ethanol droplet on the quartz surface as a function of mean base radius. It was found that the contact angles were almost constant at $\sim 4^\circ$ and independent on the mean base radius. Therefore, by differentiating Eq. (3) by the time $t$ under the assumption that contact angle is constant, we obtain

$$\frac{dV}{dt} = \pi r^2 \frac{(2 + \cos \theta)(1 - \cos \theta)^2}{\sin^3 \theta}$$

(4)

For a sufficiently small $\Delta t$, $\Delta V$ can be expressed as $\Delta V = \frac{dV}{dt} \Delta t$. Therefore, Eq. (2) can be written as

$$\Delta T = \frac{H}{C_p r + 3 \Delta t \frac{dr}{dt}}$$

(5)

Experimentally obtained values of base radii $r$ of the ethanol microdroplet at different time $t$ are plotted in Figure 6(b). A linear fit between $r$ and $t$ clearly represented the experimentally obtained plot reasonably well (R-square value of 0.9929). Therefore, we can assume $\frac{dr}{dt}$ to be constant for our analysis. In addition, the value of $\frac{dr}{dt}$ shown in Figure 6(b) was 0.15. Using the experimentally obtained values in Eq. (5), we finally obtained a theoretical trend for variation of
$\Delta T$ with mean base radius $r$, as shown in Figure 6(c). Note that this equation (5) is derived to qualitatively discuss the trend of the temperature difference between small and large droplets.

From the trend in Figure 6(c), we can conclude that the smaller microdroplets experience a higher temperature increment during condensation than that of the bigger ones. This result is in agreement with our assumption that the temperature rise of small microdroplets becomes larger compared to that of large droplets. Large droplets have a higher heat dissipation to the substrate (acting as a local heat sink) and therefore temperature rise becomes much smaller, while the temperature of small microdroplets becomes high due to small heat dissipation. Therefore, within the small microdroplet, a local temperature gradient is established between the edge closer to the bigger droplet and the edge away from it, resulting in thermocapillary motion.
Figure 6. Analysis of the dynamics of growth of an ethanol microdroplet on a quartz surface. (a) Contact angle $\theta$ vs mean base radius $r$ of an ethanol droplet nucleated on a quartz surface. (b) Mean base radius $r$ vs time $t$. A slope of fitting line in (b) is $\frac{dr}{dt} = 0.15$ and R-square value is 0.9929. Upper and lower limits of error bars shown in (a) and (b) indicate maximum and minimum values obtained by our analysis. (c) Theoretical trend of temperature increment $\Delta T$ during $\Delta t = 0.1$ ms as a function of base radius. The material parameters of ethanol are $H = 838$ J/g, $C_p = 2.42$ J/gK, and an averaged value of the contact angles $\theta = 3.7^\circ$. 
From the force balance of the pinned ethanol microdroplets, we quantitatively estimate the driving force responsible for the spontaneous movement and the temperature gradient inside small microdroplets. On the pinned microdroplets as shown in Figure 3(b), hydrodynamic force induced by the thermocapillary flow, \( F_h = \frac{\partial \gamma_{LV} \partial T \pi r^2}{\partial x} \) and the force at three-phase contact line arising from the surface tension, \( F_{cl} = \frac{\partial \gamma_{LV} \partial T \pi r^2 \cos \theta}{\partial x} \) act in the direction of the larger droplet\(^{31,68}\). In addition, the pinning force, \( F_p = \frac{\Delta S \gamma}{h} \) works at the pinning site (i.e., the impurity) in the opposite direction\(^{69}\). Here, \( h \) is the length of the neck pulled up by \( F_h \) and \( F_{cl} \), and \( \Delta S \gamma \) is the change in surface energy of the droplet, where \( \Delta S = S_{\text{pulled}} - S_{\text{unpulled}} \) is the difference in the surface area between the pulled and unpulled microdroplets, which can be estimated from the experimental data. Because the pinned droplet is static, these forces should be in balance. By assuming that the base area is a circle, the force balance can be written as follows

\[
\frac{\partial \gamma_{LV} \partial T \pi r^2}{\partial x} \frac{1 + 2 \cos \theta}{2} = \frac{\Delta S \gamma}{h}
\]

The rate of change of the ethanol-vapor interfacial tension with temperature \( \frac{\partial \gamma_{LV}}{\partial T} \) was estimated as \( 6.37 \times 10^{-5} \text{ N/(m*K)} \) from literature\(^{70}\). Since the small microdroplets start to move immediately after depinning, the values of the pinning force \( F_p \) at the maximal extension of the neck, as shown in the 80.8 seconds of Figure 3(b), should be almost the same as the driving force on the moving microdroplet. Hence, from several microdroplets just before the depinning, the driving force was estimated as \( 208 \pm 50 \text{ pN} \). The spontaneous movement despite extreme smallness of the forces is attributed to the reduction of resistive force from the solid surface by formation of the precursor film.
From the equation (6), the temperature gradient inside small microdroplets along the direction of the spontaneous movement \( \frac{\partial T}{\partial x} \) was also estimated as 2.3 ± 1.1 K/mm, which is comparable to the value typically used to induce the thermocapillary motion\(^{31,32}\). However, although the microdroplets on a PDMS surfaces also experience the similar temperature gradient, the droplets did not move. This is because there is the critical radius below which the droplets cannot move even on the thermal-gradient surface due to the contact angle hysteresis\(^{31,32,61}\). For example, Pratap et al. reported the critical radius of decane droplets on a PDMS surface with the temperature gradient of 1.05 - 2.77 K/mm is approximately 0.27 mm\(^{31}\). Therefore, it can be considered that the ethanol microdroplets on a PDMS surface did not move because their sizes were smaller than the critical radius induced by the contact angle hysteresis. In contrast, the ethanol microdroplets on the quartz surface were spontaneously moved even when the base radii of them are less than 20 \( \mu m \), which are much smaller than the typical critical radius\(^{31,32,61}\). This indicates that the critical radius of the ethanol droplets on the hydrophilic quartz surface was significantly decreased because the precursor film reduced the resistive force exerted from the quartz surface, resulting in the extremely small contact angle hysteresis (~ 0.5 °).

In our experiments, the minimum base radius at which the spontaneous movement occurred was approximately 3.5 \( \mu m \). We noted that the spontaneous movement takes place when the neck of the droplets that is pulled by the pinning sites becomes unstable and pinches off, as shown in Figure 3(b). The neck becomes unstable as the size of the droplet increases and/or the size of the pinning site decreases\(^{69}\). Therefore, it can be considered that larger droplets are more likely to detach on the surface and the minimum base radius for the spontaneous movement becomes smaller on smoother and cleaner surfaces.
Lastly, we analyzed the migration velocity of the depinned microdroplet shown in the frame at 81.6 seconds in Figure 3(b) and quantitatively compared with the theoretical value. Pratap et al. reported that the temperature-induced induced motion of the droplet can be modeled as a quasi-steady process and the migration velocity $V$ can be written as follows $^3$1

$$V = \frac{r \frac{\partial y_{LV}}{\partial T} \frac{\partial T}{\partial x} (1 + 2 \cos \theta)}{12\mu [g(\theta, 1 - \epsilon) - g(\theta, 0)]}$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)$$

where

$$g(\theta, \zeta) = \cot \theta \left[ 1 - \ln \left( \sqrt{\csc^2 \theta - \zeta^2} - \cot \theta \right) \right] - \sqrt{\csc^2 \theta - \zeta^2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)$$

$\mu = 1.2 \times 10^{-3} \text{ Pa} \cdot \text{s}$ is the viscosity of ethanol and $\epsilon$ is a constant value that is defined as $\epsilon = L_s/r$, where $L_s = 0.5 \text{ nm}$ is a cutoff length value of the order of molecular dimensions, introduced solely to avoid mathematical singularity. By applying the equation (7) to the depinned droplet, the migration velocity can be estimated. Accordingly, the value was approximately 4.2 $\mu$m/s. On the other hand, the experimental value of the migration velocity of the same microdroplet (defined as the rate of the change of the center position with respect to time) was approximately 12.7 $\mu$m/s, which is higher than the theoretical value. This may be because the droplet still does not reach the quasi-steady condition since the sudden depinning breaks the balance of the forces working on the droplet, resulting in sudden acceleration of the droplet. Further quantitative characterization of the spontaneous motion remains an interesting topic for future studies, but beyond the scope of the present paper that focuses on the mechanism of the spontaneous motion.

**Conclusions**

In this work, we report experimental observation of condensation of microdroplets with extremely low contact angles. We found that contact angles of ethanol microdroplets condensed
on a hydrophilic quartz surface were constant (approximately 4 °) and did not depend on the base radius. The small microdroplets spontaneously moved to relatively large droplets during condensation. Although we conducted the microdroplet condensation by using high surface tension liquid (i.e. deionized water) and a hydrophobic PDMS surface, this movement occurred only when we used the combination of a low surface tension liquid and a hydrophilic surface. In addition, the moving droplets showed extreme low contact angles hysteresis. From these results, we attributed this motion to two factors, namely, formation of an ultrathin precursor film and a gradient in local temperature inside the small microdroplet caused by the difference in adjacent droplet sizes. The local temperature gradient causes thermocapillary effect and thus makes the small microdroplets move towards the large droplet close to them. The presence of the ultrathin precursor film underneath the nucleated droplets facilitates the motion by reducing the resistive force to migration. The driving force for the migration and the temperature gradient inside a small microdroplet were quantitatively calculated from the force balance of the pinned microdroplets. The extremely small driving force and the onset of the movement of the microdroplets with the very small base radius are the incontrovertible evidence of the existence of precursor film. These results will extend our fundamental knowledge about microdroplet condensation and will be valuable for condensation heat transfer.
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